
Standard equipment

Z4 Safety and technology (cont.) Interior equipment
BMW EfficientDynamics    Activation of interior lighting Interior trim, Black high gloss
Auto Start-Stop    Activation of the safety battery terminal clamp Floor mats in velour
Brake Energy Regeneration    Deactivation of the fuel pump in the event of a crash Door sill strips
Drive Performance Control (ECO PRO, Comfort and Sport modes) LED Headlights Door sill finishers with M Designation
Electric Power Steering (EPS)    low and high beam headlights in Bi-LED Cupholder
Lightweight Engineering    LED daytime driving lights Start/Stop button with Comfort Go keyless engine start and Auto Start-Stop deactivation button
Reduced Rolling Resistance Tyres    LED indicators Automatic air conditioning, two-zone
Optimum Shift Indicator Headlight beam-throw control - automatic, load-dependent regulating reaction, dynamic compensation of Microfilter and active carbon filter

braking dive and acceleration squat Sun visors with vanity mirrors 
Engine Welcome light when vehicle is opened 12V power socket in front storage compartment
BMW TwinPower Turbo four-cylinder petrol engine Follow-me-home function Floor mats, velour front and rear
   Double VANOS    Activating headlight flasher after ignition is shut off allows the low-beam to continue to shine for a period of Heat protection glazing with green-tint
   Twin-scroll turbo with Valvetronic    time. Duration set using iDrive controller. Steering column, mechanically and infinitely variable
   High Precision Injection Tyre Pressure Monitor, with a three-level warning strategy Electric window- with open/close fingertip control
Oil sensor for level and grade, warning by Check Control system Visible VIN Centre lock switch

Windscreen washer jets, heated    Button in front door, complete locking of car
Transmission Windscreen wipers, with adjustable intervals Instrument cluster
Eight-speed steptronic sport transmission, with gearshift paddles Lights package    Speedometer with mph readout

Cruise control with brake function    Tachometer
Wheels and chassis Parking brake, electromechancical:    Fuel gauge
18" light alloy wheels V-spoke style 770, Bicolour Orbit Grey    Automatic hold function    Oil temperature

   Automatic release of parking break when pulling away Sport multi-function leather steering wheel
Safety and technology Variable sport steering Battery in luggage compartment
Airbags comprising: Electronic differential lock Ambient lighting
   Driver and passenger, front and side impact protection Double-joint spring Extended storage
   Seat-occupancy protection M Sport seats, for driver and passenger
Three-point seat belts comprising: Closing system with central locking Audio and communication
   Seat belt stopper Tailgate release Bluetooth hands-free facility with USB audio interface (Incl. audio streaming*)
   Pyrotechnic seat belt tensioner Front and rear brake disks with interior ventilation USB connection
   Seat belt force limiter Park distance control (PDC), front and rear BMW Live Cockpit
Dynamic Stability Control + (DSC+) comprising: LED rear lights Stereo speaker system
   Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) including Brake Assist and Cornering Brake Control    Rear light with tail light, brake light and turn indicators (LED technology) BMW Live Cockpit Professional

   Automatic Stability Control (ASC)    Rear fog light inlcuding reversing lights integrated into middle of bumper

   Dry braking Washer jets, heated M Sport models
   Pull-away assistant Plastic fuel tank Equipment in addition/replacement to Sport Models

   Braking readiness Fuel tank breather system 18" M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 798 M, Bicolour Ferric Grey 

   Cornering Brake Control (CBC) Electronic vehicle immobiliser Interior trim, finishers in Auminium Tetragon

   Dynamic Brake Control (DBC) Alarm system (Thatcham 1) with remote control and electronic engine immobiliser M Aerodynamics pack

   Dynamic Traction Control (DTC) M Sport brakes (30i)

Two-stage brake force display Seats M leather steering wheel

Dynamic braking lights comprising: Child seat ISOFIX attachments- for passengar seat HiFi Loudspeaker system

   Brake lights illuminate under normal braking Two seats
   Under severe braking the brake lights initally flash, when the vehicle has slowed to an appropriate speed Vernasca leather upholstery
   the hazard warning flashers are activated and the brake lights illumicate normally witout flashing. MPA Models
   Third brake light Exterior equipment Equipment in addition/replacement to Sport Models
Two-tone horn Rear window, electric, including heating 19" M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 800 M Bicolour, Cerium Grey
Roll-over protection system Window recess finisher, black matt (M40i in black high-gloss) Vernasca/Alcantara leather upholstery
Runflat indicator Exterior mirror housing finished in body colour (M40i in cerium grey) Interior trim, finishers in Auminium Tetragon

Bumper system - front and rear Exhaust tailpipe- split left and right Instrument panel in Sensatec

   Additional energy-absorbing foam at the front(reversible up to 4kph (2 mph) Kidney grille in mesh design BMW TwinPower Turbo six-cylinder petrol engine
   Replaceable deformation elements for impacts up to 9mph Model logo Adaptive M suspension
Crash sensor, ensuring: Softtop, black M Sport differential

   Actiation of the airbags, the hazard light system, the interor light Sensatec dashboard HiFi Loudspeaker system
   Unlocking of the dors Electric folding mirrors Lumbar support
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 Retail price including VAT @ 20% 

EXTERIOR
Paintwork
met Metallic paintwork     - - 670.00£                                                            

475 - Black Sapphire
C34 - San Francisco Red
A83 - Glacier Silver  (only available on Sport models)
A96 - Mineral White (only available on Sport models)
C10 - Mediterranean Blue  (only available on Sport models)
C1D - Misano Blue (only available on M Sport / M40i models)
C41 - Frozen Orange (only available on First Edition model)

sdrive30i and M40i models - - - -   0.00£                                                                 
uni Non-metallic paintwork      - Standard

300 - Alpine White
Frz Frozen paintwork - - -   - 1,880.00£                                                        

C37 -  Frozen Grey (only available on sDrive30i M Sport and M40i)
INTERIOR OPTIONS
Upholstery
MA Vernasca leather upholstery       Standard

MAH7 - Black with Decorative stitching
MAPQ - Cognac with Decorative stitching
MAEY - Ivory White with Decorative stitching 
MAKN - Magma Red with Decorative stitching

Interior Trims
4AT Interior trim, Black high gloss  -  - - - Standard

Standard for Sport models.
M Sport and M40i models -  -   - 0.00£                                                                 

4KK Interior trim, Aluminium Tetragon -  -    Standard
Standard and only available on M Sport and M40i models.

4KL Interior trim, Aluminium 'Mesheffect'
Sport models  -  - - - 80.00£                                                               

M Sport and M40i models -  -   - 0.00£                                                                 
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Packages
ZGM Comfort Package      - 750.00£                                                            

Comprises:
248 - Steering Wheel Heating
322 - Comfort Access with smart opener
387 - Wind deflector
465 - Through-Loading system

ZGX Comfort Plus Package     -  1,700.00£                                                        
Comprises:
ZGM - Comfort Package
459 - Seat adjustment, electric, with memory
488 -  Lumbar support, driver and front passenger
Not available on M40i models.

ZMS M Sport Plus Package -  -  - - 1,950.00£                                                        
Comprises:
1P3 - 19" M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 799 M Bicolour, Jet Black
2VF - Adaptive M Suspension
4GQ - M Seat Belts
7M9 - Extended High-Gloss Shadowline
Differing content:
2NH - M Sport Brakes (20i M Sport only) (already standard on sDrive30i models)
2T4 - M Sport Differential (30i M Sport only)

Z0C Visibility Package       900.00£                                                            
Comprises
552 - Adaptive LED headlights
5AC - High-beam Assistant

Z0J Technology Package       1,800.00£                                                        
Comprises:
5DM - Parking Assistant
610 - Head-Up Display
688 - Loudspeaker system - harman/kardon
6NW - Enhanced Bluetooth with wireless charging
6WD - WiFi hotspot preparation

ZBK Black Pack - - - -  - 500.00£                                                            
Comprises
1P4 - 19" M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 799 M, Jet Black
3BE - Black Mirror Caps
7M9 - Extended High-Gloss Shadowline

ZDR Driving Assistant Package      - 900.00£                                                            
Comprises
5AS - Driving Assistant
5DF - Active cruise control with Stop&Go function

Transmissions
2TB Sport Automatic Transmission       Standard

Dynamic and sporty gear changes via the steering wheel paddles or selector lever. Sport button activates Sport Mode where gear 
shifts are almost instantaneous in either up or down shifts.  Includes Launch control.
8-Speed automatic with Steptronic, gearshift paddles on steering wheel and coasting function in ECO PRO mode.

ZGM - Comfort Package
248 Steering Wheel Heating       Only as part of ZGM or ZGX.

Brings the steering wheel rim up to a comfortable temperature within a very short time after activation.
Only as part of ZGM or ZGX.

322 Comfort Access with smart opener       Only as part of ZGM or ZGX.

M40i 
First 
Ed.

Equipment Details

sDrive20i sDrive30i M40i
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M40i 
First 
Ed.

Equipment Details

sDrive20i sDrive30i M40i

Access to the vehicle without removing key from pockets or bag.  Contains the following functions:
- keyless access to the vehicle
- welcome light setting from 3m distance to the vehicle
- automatic unlocking upon reaching a distance of approx. 1m to the vehicle (while approaching)
- automatic locking upon reaching a distance of 2m to the vehicle while moving away
- including contactless opening and closing of the tailgates
- including opening and closing of the softtop by pressing the remote control locking/unlocking button for a longer period

includes 'BMW Digital Key' with the following functions: 
- Locking and unlocking as well as starting the vehicle using a compatible smartphone (prerequisites: Android operating system, 
Samsung smartphone with NFC technology and integrated Secure Element - other restrictions depend on the market)
- locking and unlocking by positioning smartphone near NFC reader in door handle on driver's side (max. distance 5 cm)
- engine start when smartphone is placed in the centre console (possible after being stored for 30 seconds)
- a digital key for the smartphone is included (function integrated into BMW Connected App, initial authorisation at the dealership)
- up to five additional keys can be bought in the ConnectedDrive Store (handover possible via the BMW Connected App)
- assignment of driver profiles possible with the 'BMW Digital Key'

Only as part of ZGM or ZGX.
387 Wind deflector       170.00£                                                            

Climate comfort optimisation
- network structure in frame, interior mirror can be used when wind deflector is mounted
- reduces the draft for driver and front passenger arising from low pressure
- collapsible
Available as part of ZGM.
Also available as a single option.

465 Through-loading system       100.00£                                                            
Also available as a single option.

ZGX - Comfort Plus Package
ZGM Comfort Package       950.00£                                                            

459 Seat adjustment, electric, with memory       Only as part of ZGX.
Electrically adjustable: seat height, backrest tilt, seat position, seat base tilt
- memory function for driver and front passenger, 2 positions can be saved including mirror position
- exterior mirrors: component of the memory function, automatic parking function

488 Lumbar support, driver and front passenger       265.00£                                                            
Four-way electrically adjustable for height and degree of support.
Also available as a single option.

ZMS - M Sport Plus package
1P3 19" M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 799 M Bicolour, Jet Black -  -  - - Only  as part of ZMS.

Optional for M Sport models, only with ZMS
Front :  9J × 19 / tyres 255/35 ZR19 
Rear : 10J × 19 / tyres 275/35 ZR19
Puncture provision: Tyre repair kit
Only as part of ZMS.

2VF Adaptive M Suspension -  -    Only  as part of ZMS.
Adaptive Suspension that can be controlled via Driving Experience Control buttons, offering a comfortable, yet sporty suspension 
set-up. Consists of adaptive damper control with lowering of 10mm and automatic ride height adjustment depending on vehicle 
load. Includes sporty setup of elasto/kinematics (stiffer bearings, higher camber angle, body struts for increased rigidity) and, in 
addition to option code 704 'M Sport suspension', electronically controlled variable dampers on both axles with wheel-specific 
control.
Only as part of ZMS.
Standard on M40i model.

4GQ M Seat belts       Only as part of ZMS.
Safety belts front in black with M-specific stripes
Only as part of ZMS.

7M9 BMW Individual high-gloss Shadow Line with extended contents -  -    Only as part of ZMS or ZBK.
Contents in black high-gloss:
- kidney frame

Contents in black chrome:
- tailpipe trim
Only as part of ZMS or ZBK.

ZMS - Differing content
2NH M Sport brakes -  -    Only as part of ZMS.

Fixed brake calliper two-part screwed in 4-piston design. High thermal performance is achieved in conjuction with effective brake 
cooling. The aluminium housing of the calliper saves as much weight as possible and maximises operational comfort through 
optimised rigidity. Blue painted brake calipers with 'M' designation
Only as part of ZMS and standard on sDrive30i M Sport and M40i models.

2T4 M Sport Differential - - -    Only as part of ZMS.
Limited slip differential. 
Improved traction, agility, stability and driving behaviour. Comfort thanks to smooth transitions even with sudden steering 
movements. System-side adjustment of locking degree (rear axle) between 0 and 100% depending on driving situation and road 
surface conditions.

- Traction: more torque is directed to the wheel with better grip; this enables better (pull-away) torque (also when cornering) 

- Agility: enables higher lateral acceleration and driving dynamics potential and improves cornering ability of the vehicle 

- Stability: stable and smooth load change behaviour thanks to targeted dynamic damping (counteracting undesirable yaw 
movements of the vehicle)

Additional functions:
- change of setup depending on position of Driving Experience Switch (e.g. more dynamic/agile driving behaviour in 'Sport' mode)
- also available in 'DTC/DSC-off' mode
- can be opened, e.g. to ensure optimum wheel slip control performance (ABS)
- detection of wheels with different rolling circumference (e.g. inflation pressure, tread depth) and corresponding response
- detection of drift (DSC-off) and response with maximum locking torque

Standard on M40i model. Only available on sDrive30i M Sport with ZMS.
Z0C - Visibility Package
552 Adaptive LED headlights       Only as part of Z0C

Full 'white' LED headlights for both low and high beam, offering a greater resemblance to daylight.  Includes automatic height 
adjustment, 'white' LED BMW light design used for Daytime Driving Lights and LED front indicators. Featuring Adaptive Headlights, 
which improve visibility by following  the steering angle of the front wheels, providing better illumination of the road ahead through 
corners. 
BMW Selective Beam functionality is gained in combination with High-beam Assistant when opting for the Visibility Package to 
provide an intelligent anti-glare system that provides autonomous control of the left and right headlights and high-beam distribution 
to optimise illumination of the road ahead without glaring other road users. BMW Selective Beam can vary high and low beam 
simultaneously to direct the light distribution around other vehicles according to the traffic situation, ensuring unparalleled levels of 
illumination. For further information please refer to the Technology Hub on LaunchPad.
Only as part of Z0C.

5AC High-beam Assistant       Only as part of Z0C.
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M40i 
First 
Ed.

Equipment Details

sDrive20i sDrive30i M40i

Automatic switching on and off of the high-beam headlights depending on the traffic situation, controled via sensor on the front side 
of the interior mirror.
Only as part of Z0C.

Z0J - Technology Package
610 Head-Up Display       Only as part of Z0J.

full-colour projection onto the windscreen of information related to driving and specific to the situation, with automatic brightness 
control, 3D graphics for junction view (realistic display of turns and intersections). User-friendly adjustment possible by means of 
iDrive Controller.

Light source 1.8 inch display, 480 x 240 pixels, 5.9° × 1.9° opening angle

Display of:
- navigation information in different display modes 
- speed
- country-specific display of traffic signs in the relevant colours (e.g. no-overtaking indicator, Speed Limit Info)
- (warning) information from driver assistance systems
- situational display of entertainment and communication lists (two-line list display)
- display of the Driving Experience Control
- modes (via coloured highlighting)
- display of BMW EfficientDynamics functional contents
- check control messages with 3D graphics

Note:
- display of contents depending on optional equipment ordered
Only as part of Z0J.

688 Loudspeaker system - harman/kardon       Only as part of Z0J.

Hi-Fi speaker system, digital amplifier with individually adjustable equalising, 365 W amplifier power, 7 channels. Speaker bezels 
with harman/kardon designation

12 speakers:
- 1 centre tweeter in the middle of the instrument panel
- 1 centre midrange speaker in the middle of the instrument panel
- 2 tweeters in the mirror triangles (with 'harman/kardon' designation)
- 2 midrange speakers in the front door trims
- 2 central bass speakers behind the seats
- 2 tweeters and 2 midrange speakers in the partition
Only as part of Z0J.

6NW Enhanced Bluetooth with wireless charging       350.00£                                                            
wireless connection of the telephone with the vehicle. 

Smartphone holder at the front, in front of the cupholders, with inductive charging according to QI standard for suitable mobile 
phones (including LED charge level indicator and mobile phone reminder alert) and connection to the external aerial

Notes: 
- for ensuring the charging function and external aerial connection, the smartphone must be positioned with its back to the charging 
surface! 
- for selected smartphones without an inductive charging function according to Qi standard, special charging cases are available via 
BMW Parts and Accessories.

Extended functionality (may depend on the features of the Bluetooth / USB device):
- improved hands-free capability for passenger by provision of a second microphone
- WiFi hotspot preparation: use of SIM card installed in the vehicle (only in combination with option code 6WD 'WiFi hotspot')
- at any given time, 2 mobile phones and one audio player can be paired via Bluetooth
- display of organiser data from the customer's telephone on the Control Display by selecting 'Communication' from the menu
- display of contact photos from the address book of the customer's telephone on the Control Display
- view album covers
- software update for multimedia and telephony via USB interface
Extended functionality may depend on the features of the Bluetooth / USB device in use. For confirmation, please check the 
Bluetooth Compatibility Checker on www.bmw.co.uk.

Includes 6WD.
Also included in Z0J.
Also available as a single option.

6WD WiFi hotspot preparation       Only with 6NW.
- enables connection of mobile terminal devices to the Internet via the SIM card installed in the vehicle.
- depending on the local bandwidth, up to 10 devices can surf the Internet with max. 100 Mbit/s.
- its use is subject to cost (registration and payment is carried out via your own device).
Only with 6NW
Also included in Z0J.

ZBK - Black Pack
1P4 19" M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 799 M, Jet Black - - - -  - Only as part of ZBK.

Optional for M40i model, only with ZBK, Black Package.
Front :  9J x 19 / tyres 255/35 ZR19 
Rear : 10J × 19 / tyres 275/35 ZR19
Puncture provision: Tyre repair kit
Only as part of ZBK.

3BE Black mirror caps - - - -  - Only as part of ZBK.
Black mirror caps instead of body-coloured mirror caps.
Only as part of ZBK.

7M9 BMW Individual high-gloss Shadow Line with extended contents -  -   - Only as part of ZMS or ZBK.
Contents in black high-gloss:
- kidney frame

Contents in black chrome:
- tailpipe trim
Only as part of ZMS or ZBK.

ZDR - Driving Assistant Package
5AS Driving Assistant      - Only as part of ZDR.
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M40i 
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Equipment Details

sDrive20i sDrive30i M40i

Camera and radar-based driver assistance system consisting of:

Lane Departure Warning, Lane Change Warning and front collision warning with brake intervention, crossing traffic warning rear, rear 
collision prevention and Speed Limit Info:

- at speeds above approx. 70 km/h, Lane Departure Warning detects lane markings and helps prevent inadvertent departure from 
the lane by transmitting perceptible vibrations via the steering wheel as a warning. The vehicle is also actively guided back into the 
lane and properly aligned. The function is suppressed when indicators are active or the indicator stalk is held in the 'short on' 
position (desired lane change). Display in the instrument cluster.
- Lane Change Warning permanently monitors the zones to each side of the vehicle, detects vehicles in the 'blind spot' from 20 
km/h and faster for desired lane change (indicator is activated or stalk is held in 'short on' position), haptic warning via the steering 
wheel (vibration) and flashing symbol in the exterior mirror.

- approach control and person warning with city braking function; front collision warning with brake intervention consists of approach 
control / person warning with city braking function and enables:  
warning and braking within a speed range from approx. 5 km/h to 85 km/h (for vehicles) and within a speed range from 5 km/h to 65 
km/h (for persons). Also reacts to stationary target objects. If an accident cannot be avoided completely, the city braking function 
helps to reduce the impact speed through a braking intervention and hence, the severity of the accident. Approach control warning 
also warns of potential collision with a vehicle ahead at higher speeds (>85 km/h), with preconditioning of the brakes for faster brake 
response and shorter braking distances. Operation by means of a button in the control unit for driver assistance systems.

- Crossing-traffic warning rear:
supports the driver, for example, when reversing out of parking spaces and warns of potential collisions with intersecting traffic in 
situations where it is difficult to see everything around them. In combination with option code 3AG 'Rear view camera', the Crossing-
traffic warning rear is extended by an additional real-image display.

- Rear collision prevention:
detects the threat of rear collisions via rear sensors and warns the traffic behind via the hazard warning lights (flashing in double 
frequency). Preventive measures will also be taken in unavoidable accident situations (e.g. belt tensioning, closing windows, etc.).

- Speed Limit Info including no-overtaking indicator with display of speed limits further ahead and no-overtaking indicator in 
combination with option code 606 'Navigation system Business' / option code 609 'Navigation system Professional'.

Please note: the system scopes contained in the optional equipment only provide assistance within defined system limits. It remains 
the responsibility of the respective driver to react to the actual traffic situation.

Only with 430.

5DF Active cruise control with Stop&Go function      - Only as part of ZDR.
Camera and radar-based driver assistance system consisting of cruise control with approach control, Speed Limit Info incl. no-
overtaking indicator, manual Speed Limit Assist, front collision warning with brake intervention.

Cruise control with approach control enables:
- regulation of distance from vehicle in front by radar sensors in the bumper 
- automatic maintenance of queue speed and distance in stop-and-go traffic and in traffic jams, right down to complete standstill 
Automatic pull-away after short stops (1–3 s)
- Operation of the active cruise control via multifunction for steering wheel. Desired speed (30-160 km/h) and distance (4 steps) 
adjustable.
- function also detects stopped vehicles as target objects
- switch to 'Cruise control' without approach control possible.

- Speed Limit Info incl. no-overtaking indicator with display of speed limits further ahead and no-overtaking indicator

- (manual) Speed Limit Assist: 
The Speed Limit Assist function combines Speed Limit Info with active cruise control and enables the predictive adoption of a 
detected speed limit into the Active Cruise Control (ACC) via an additional operation step.

Front collision warning with brake intervention consisting of approach control warning with braking function, person warning with city 
braking function and adaptive brake assist enables: 
- situation-dependent pre-filling of the brake system and lowering of the trigger threshold of the 'brake assist' to provide maximum 
braking power in situations where collisions are likely.
- Reaction to vehicles ahead in a speed range of 5–200 km/h 
- Reaction to stationary targets at up to 85 km/h
- Reaction to cyclists and pedestrians in a speed range of 10–65 km/h

Please note: the system scopes contained in the optional equipment only provide assistance within defined system limits. It remains 
the responsibility of the respective driver to react to the actual traffic situation.

Steering and Chassis
2VB Tyre pressure monitoring       Standard

Electronic tyre pressure monitoring for each tyre
- 3-stage tyre pressure warning with text and image in the instrument cluster
- 1st stage: information about air pressure being too low at 5 % before statutory warning threshold
- 2nd stage: prompt to inflate tyres, since statutory warning threshold has been reached
- 3rd stage: breakdown warning due to rapid pressure loss, pressure below 1.5 bar

2VC BMW Mobility Kit       Standard
Tyre sealant and an electrically operated 12V compressor that can be used in the event of a tyre puncture.

5AV Active Guard       Standard
Includes the manual Speed Limit Device (SLD) features including Speed Limit Info with no passing info and preview (only with nav), 
the Lane Departure Warning with steering impulse, and the Front Collision Warning with brake intervention.

- Speed Limit Assist combines the Speed Limit Info with the Speed Limiter incl. no passing info and preview of speed limits. Thus, 
the allowed speed limit is transferred after manual confirmation in the Speed Limiter.

- Lane departure warning with steering impulse, detects lane markings from about 70 km / h (44 mph), warns via  steering wheel 
vibration from accidentally leaving the lane and steers the vehicle back into the lane. Suppressed with set turn signal or tipp turn 
signal (wanted lane change). Display in the instrument cluster.

- Front collision warning with brake intervention includes the approach control warning and person warning with city brake 
intervention. The system detects and reacts automatically with a braking intervention on vehicles (up to 85km/h) as well as cyclists 
and pedestrians (up to 65km / h). Above these limits, a warning and a preparation of the brake system to an intervention by the 
driver - for vehicles up to 250km/h (155 mph) or cyclists and pedestrians up to 85km/h (53 mph). The automatic braking can reach a 
maximum delay of 9m / s² (full deceleration).

Please note: The system volumes included in the optional equipment only support within defined system limits. Responsibility and 
reaction to the real traffic situation remain with the respective driver.

704 M Sport suspension -  -  - - Standard
Specific spring and shock-absorber setup to add a new dimension to the driving experience.

Safety and Technology
508 Park Distance Control front and rear (PDC)       Standard

Ultrasound-based driver assistance system:
Facilitates manoeuvring into and out of parking spaces by acoustic and visual distance warning of obstacles at the front and rear. 
Obstacles are displayed as coloured markers in the schematic view of the vehicle on the central display. At distances < 25 cm the 
acoustic signal switches to a steady tone.
Due to Auto PDC, the function automatically activates automatically from a speed of < 4 km/h when the vehicle starts to drive 
forwards from a distance of 0.6m to the vehicle ahead or from a distance of 1.5m while reversing.
PDC can be deactivated manually.

Please note: the system scopes contained in the basic equipment only provide assistance within defined system limits. It remains 
the responsibility of the respective driver to react to the actual traffic situation.
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5DM Parking Assistant      - 500.00£                                                            
Camera and ultrasound-based assistance system consisting of parking assistant, reversing assistant, lateral parking aid and rear 
view camera.

- Parking assistant:
the parking assistant facilitates parking into parallel and lateral parking spaces as well as leaving parking spaces parallel to the road. 
For this purpose, the system measures potential parking spaces while driving by at speeds below approx. 35 km/h even without 
prior activation. After displaying the information in the central display and activation by the driver, the parking assistant completely 
takes over vehicle control by steering, braking and shifting gears. Activation when reverse gear is engaged or transmission position 
"R" is selected or manually by button at speeds below 35 km/h. The function can be overridden by the driver at any time.

- Reversing Assistant:
While driving forward, the function saves the last 50 m of an entry path taken by the driver themselves at a speed of up to 36 km/h 
in order to follow this path while reversing upon request by the driver. This relieves the driver of steering tasks so they can focus 
entirely on monitoring the surroundings of the vehicle. The driver remains responsible for longitudinal control via accelerator and 
brakes (speed below 10 km/h) and for monitoring the surroundings of the vehicle to avoid collisions with objects in the vicinity.

- lateral parking aid:
assists in damage minimisation while manoeuvring. Based on information from the Park Distance Control, the system memorises 
obstacles while driving past and shows their distance to the vehicle sides in the Control Display.

- rear view camera:
supports the driver when reversing into a parking space and manoeuvring at speeds below 20 km/h by showing the area in the rear 
of the vehicle in the control display. The function provides better visibility while reversing. Interactive tracer lines show the vehicle's 
trajectory. In combination with Park Distance Control, distance information is displayed inside the camera image. The camera is 
activated by engaging reverse gear. The camera is located in the tailgate.

Please note: the system scopes contained in the optional equipment only provide assistance within defined system limits. It remains 
the responsibility of the respective driver to react to the actual traffic situation.

Also available as part Z0J.

Exterior Equipment
3YA Soft top in anthracite silver       250.00£                                                            

Opening and closing possible at speeds up to 30 mph
430 Exterior mirrors - electrically folding with anti-dazzle       Standard

Interior and exterior mirror on driver's side with automatic anti-dazzle function using built-in sensors:
- exterior mirror on driver's side, aspherical, electrochromic
- exterior mirror on front passenger's side, convex, without automatic anti-dazzle function
- fold-in function of exterior mirrors, electric
- mirror memory for exterior mirrors
- automatic parking function on front passenger's exterior mirror
- control elements illuminated

Interior mirror:
- interior mirror, with electrochromic coating
- control of anti-dazzle function via integrated sensors that measure light incident from behind and automatically dim the interior 
mirror if the measured light intensity is high enough to cause dazzling

760 Exterior trim, High-gloss Shadowline -  -    Standard
Details in black high-gloss:
- finisher, mirror triangle
- mirror cover panel
- mirror frame
- window recess cover
- roll-bar 
- Air Breather

Interior Equipment
431 Interior rear-view mirror with automatic anti-dazzle function       Standard

Interior rear-view electrochromatic mirror with automatic anti-dazzle function.
493 Extended storage       Standard

In the luggage compartment:
- 4 lashing eyes
- strap, right
- storage net left 
- multi-function hooks left and right

494 Heated seats, front driver and passenger       Standard
Variable temperature adjustment via three-stage switch.

4AW Instrument panel in Sensatec       Standard
In black with double seam: 
- top of instrument panel
- upper door trim

4UR Ambient lighting       Standard
With ambience lighting designs
- comprises 11 pre-defined selectable light designs in 6 colours (orange, green, blue, lilac, bronze and white) 
- ambient waterfall lighting
- ambient footwell lighting 
- ambient map-pocket lighting 
- ambient storage compartment lighting in the centre console  
- contour lighting in instrument panel and door trim 
- ambient door handle lighting

534 Automatic air conditioning       Standard
- 2-zone automatic air conditioning with extended equipment
- target temperature control and adjustment of air volume and air distribution for driver and passenger separately adjustable
- automatic program with 5 intensity levels, separate adjustment for driver and front passenger
- separate setting of temperature stratification for driver and front passenger via MMI (menu entry button on air conditioning control 
panel)
- SYNC function: driver settings apply to the entire vehicle interior
- residual heat utilisation
- automatic air recirculation control (AUC) 
- maximum cooling (MAX AC), common for driver and front passenger
- fog and solar sensor 
- activated carbon filter for fresh air and recirculated air
- auxiliary ventilation with timer and direct operation
- chrome finisher on rear centre console 
- digital display in centre console, rear 
- automatic program for rear

710 M Leather Steering wheel -  -    Standard
- 3-spoke design
- diameter 373mm
- steering wheel rim in leather 'Walknappa' black with black stitching
- shaped thumb rests
- highlight clasp in Pearl Chrome
- M badge on steering wheel rim

711 M Sport seats for driver and passenger       Standard
Audio and Communication
676 Loudspeaker system - BMW Advanced      - Standard

HiFi speaker system with digital amplifier, 205 W amplifier power, multi-channel.
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10 speakers:
- 1 centre tweeter in the middle of the instrument panel
- 1 centre midrange speaker in the middle of the instrument panel
- 2 tweeters in the mirror triangles
- 2 midrange speakers in the front door trims
- 2 midrange speakers in the partition
- 2 central bass speakers behind the seats
- speaker bezels: plastic and perforated plate
Not with 688.

6AF BMW Emergency Call       Standard
- automatic and manual emergency calling
- establishing connection to assistance and rescue services via a BMW call centre
- transmission of the vehicle location and other rescue-relevant data (e.g. severity of the accident)
- customer is served in their national language regardless of from where the emergency call is triggered
Available and active for the lifetime of the vehicle.

6AE BMW TeleServices       Standard

- serves to maintain customer's mobility via the following main functions:
- automatic BMW Teleservice Call: automatic transfer of all relevant, service-related technical data (e.g. vehicle status information, 
service information) to BMW in the event that maintenance is required
- BMW Teleservice Roadside Assistance: transfer of vehicle diagnostic data and geo-position as well as direct establishment of 
contact with the call centre of BMW Roadside Assistance for optimised customer assistance in the event of a breakdown
- BMW Teleservice Battery Guard: avoidance of battery-related breakdowns via active information to the customer or BMW Service 
Partner if a defined battery charge state is fallen below.

Additional functions: 
- Teleservice Service Partner Management
- Teleservice Report, manual Teleservice Call
- uses the SIM card installed in the vehicle
Available and active for the lifetime of the vehicle.

6AK BMW Online Services       Standard
- vehicle integration of personalised and mobility-related services, as well as a seamless connection of all BMW Connected 
Touchpoints via a Bluetooth connection to the BMW Connected app
- includes connection to in-built vehicle apps (incl. access to weather information, news, etc.) 
- registration required for customisable services

For full details of services included, please refer to 6C4.

6C4 Connected Package Professional       Standard
consisting of Remote Services, Concierge Services, Real Time Traffic Information (incl. Hazard Preview), preparation for Apple 
CarPlay (for 1 year), and the Connected Teaser Package.

Remote Services:
- usage of Remote Services (among other functions, open / lock doors, activation of vehicle ventilation)
- vehicle location via the Vehicle Finder
- 3 years' subscription included, renewable via ConnectedDrive Portal thereafter

Concierge Services:
- telephone Concierge Service with agent 
- access to industry directories, POIs, opening times, flight information, addresses 
- hotel and restaurant reccomendations
- open-answer question service
- 3 years' subscription included, renewable via ConnectedDrive Portal thereafter

Real Time Traffic Information (incl. Hazard Preview):
- real-time traffic information, updated every 3 minutes with the ability to suggest diversion where applicable
- warning of hazards such as accidents, broken-down vehicles and certain adverse weather conditions, reported by other BMW 
vehicles (weather conditions include : heavy rain , dense fog and ice on roads)
- 3 years' subscription included, renewable via ConnectedDrive Portal thereafter
Note: The covered route network can be recognised from the colouring of the routes.

On-Street Parking Information: (in selected cities in US, DE, AT, NL, RU, SE, FR, GB, NO, ES)
- offers on-street parking availability in selected cities throughout the UK and other parts of Europe
- city centre locations covered with on-street parking availability shown as blue marking on Navigation map
- 3 years' subscription included, renewable via ConnectedDrive Portal thereafter
Preparation for Apple CarPlay:
- enables wireless usage of iPhone in vehicle via Apple CarPlay
- content like music, messages / SMS, telephony, selected third-party apps and navigation apps can be displayed and operated via 
the BMW user interface of the vehicle
- the compatibility and functional scope of your iPhone with Apple CarPlay depends on the model year of the iPhone and the version 
of software installed on it (to be enquired about with Apple)
- Apple is responsible for all contents and functions displayed in the vehicle via preparation for Apple CarPlay
- 1 year's subscription included, renewable via ConnectedDrive Portal thereafter

Intelligent Functions:
- Connected Command (operation of vehicle functions via the Connected app)
- Automate my habits (Learn from driver's behaviours automatically and gives ability to learn set rules) 
- Weather Guard ( warns the driver if the car is parked in adverse weather conditions via the BMW Connected app)
- 3 years' subscription included, renewable via ConnectedDrive Portal thereafter

Connected Navigation:
- proactive destination suggestions via BMW Connected App and vehicle 
- Adoption of destination information from other apps such as Google Maps 
- Extension of route suggestions with Online Alternative Routes
- proactive suggestions for parking space search
- 3 years' subscription included, renewable via ConnectedDrive Portal thereafter
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Connected Teaser Package: (three months' subscription, renewable via ConnectedDrive Portal thereafter)
Connected Office (Microsoft Office 365)
- Enables access to Microsoft Office 365 emails via Microsoft Exchange.Access to emails will depend upon the security settings of 
the company. 
- Includes Skype for Business call functionality to enable one click starting of conference calls where  the calendar invitation includes 
Skype meeting details. 

Connected Music
- Offers the ability for a customer to either connect their personal Deezer or Napster Premium accounts to their BMW or if no 
account is held, allows customer to create in-car music account with BMW Music, powered by Napster. 
- Download and stream music using the in-built 4G SIM directly to the vehicle while on the move
- Automatically links with relevant Deezer or Napster smartphone app to sync playlists (if Premium account is held)
- if BMW Music, powered by Napster, account is created , music is only availble in car and cannot be synced with third party app

In-Car Experiences (Caring Car) 
- gives the driver the ability to activate 'Vitalise' and 'Relax' programmes within the vehicle
- manually activated via speech after in-car prompt

Please note: BMW Music will be released in 2019, with an exact date to be confirmed.

Please note 6C4 experiences continuous developments and as a result, functions and offering may change at short 
notice.

6U3 BMW Live Cockpit Professional       Standard
display cluster consisting of a fully digital 10.25" instrument display and a high-resolution (1920x720 pixels) 10.25” Control Display.
- BMW Operating System 7 (ID7) with variable, configurable widgets that display information in real time.
- widgets (e.g. media player with album cover, vehicle status, etc.) 
- navigation function with image of the current course of the road, arrow pointer, map display north-up, heading-up and perspective 
view, 3D landmarks, Micro City Models, free-text search for addresses and special destinations, destination guidance instructions 
with auto-zoom function.
- when navigation is not active, an orientation map can be shown on the instrument display; when navigation is active, a roadbook 
with all required instructions is displayed 
- personal user account: enables unique identification and authentication of vehicle user with their stored profiles (via key and PIN); 
all settings related to the respective person (seat, air conditioning, entertainment, etc.) are adopted together with the profile. 
- hard drive-supported system including 20 GB memory (e.g. for audio files); quadruple tuner with diversity reception, RDS and 
TMC.
- 2 USB connections for charging smartphones / tablets and transferring data (e.g. media players)
- Bluetooth / WiFi interface for wireless connection of mobile terminal devices (e.g. Bluetooth audio streaming, Apple CarPlay). 
                 Intelligent Personal Assistant

- a revoluationary way to interact with your BMW
- intuitive operation options through the intelligent personal assistant which can also be activated by voice command ("Hey BMW"), 
direct-selection buttons, iDrive Controller with turn and press function, touch operation on the Control Display or optional gesture 
control (only with option code 6U8).
- control of various car functions via voice control with the ability to learn preferences 

Contents of connectivity services for UK market:
- Teleservices, legally required and Intelligent Emergency Call (lifetime of the vehicle), 
- Navigation map data update over-the-air or via USB (3 years' subscription)

Notes: 
- update for navigation map data Over the Air (OtA): 3 years automatic map update free of charge for up to 4 x per year as part of 
BMW Connected Drive.

ALLOY WHEELS
18" Light Alloy Wheels
1SU 18" light alloy wheels V-spoke style 770, Bicolour Orbit Grey  -  - - - Standard

Standard for Sport models
Front : 8J x 18 / tyres 225/45 ZR18
Rear : 9J x 18 / tyres 255/40 ZR18
Puncture provision: Tyre repair kit

1P1 18" M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 798 M, Bicolour Ferric Grey -  -  - - Standard
Standard for M Sport models
Front: 8J x 18 / tyres 225/45 ZR18 
Rear : 9J x 18 / tyres 255/40 ZR18
Puncture provision: Tyre repair kit

19" Light Alloy Wheels
1SV 19" light alloy wheels V-spoke style 772, Bicolour Ferric Grey  -  - - - 850.00£                                                            

Optional for Sport
Front : 9J x 19 / tyres 255/35 ZR19 
Rear : 10J × 19 / tyres 275/35 ZR19
Puncture provision: Tyre repair kit

1P5 19" M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 800 M Bicolour, Cerium Grey - - - -   Standard
Standard and only available on M40i
Front :  9J × 19 / tyres 255/35 ZR19 
Rear : 10J × 19 / tyres 275/35 ZR19
Puncture provision: Tyre repair kit

1P3 19" M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 799 M Bicolour, Jet Black -  -  - - Only with ZMS.
Optional for M Sport models, only with ZMS
Front :  9J × 19 / tyres 255/35 ZR19 
Rear : 10J × 19 / tyres 275/35 ZR19
Puncture provision: Tyre repair kit

1P4 19" M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 799 M, Jet Black - - - -  - Only with ZBK.
Optional for M40i model, only with ZBK, Black Package.
Front :  9J x 19 / tyres 255/35 ZR19 
Rear : 10J × 19 / tyres 275/35 ZR19
Puncture provision: Tyre repair kit
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